
USE AND THROW CULTURE ESSAY

IELTS Writing Task 2/ IELTS Essay: Nowadays, we have adopted the throw- away lifestyle and over-consumption and
excessive production of.

Moreover, the traditional value of sharing and borrowing things will disappear if everyone only relies on
themselves and buy whatever they need. This can lead to higher costs over time, more waste produced, more
resources used, and lesser quality goods. There are many methods that can be used to solve this problem. I feel
that if until necessary they must not buy latest goods and it is waste of money. Profit is maximized for the firm
when the usefulness of a good is "uneconomically short", because firms can spend the least amount possible
creating a nondurable good, which they sell repeatedly to the customer. The rise of middle income people
globally and their desire to mimic rich people and adopt a technology centric lifestyle also the reasons for the
increasing waste productions as a result of our throw-away lifestyle. This problem has to be dealt with.
Secondly, the humankind tendency of comparing and competing with others creates a culture of showing off
and trying to possess the most sophisticated products. In an epilogue, one thing should be used in a limited
manner before the time reaches to its peak. For small events of a few hundred people, the city has arranged for
a corporation offer rental of crockery and dishwasher equipment. We have to learn to become contempt and do
not purchase things that we actually already have. Waste, both toxic and non-toxic is often dumped without
safety regulations. Moreover, the intense industrial activities around the world are introducing more refuse to
the environment. The results of the reasons should also be indicated in a strong manner within the paraphrase.
For instance the number of people who rely on canned and packet food rather than cooking at home is a great
example that shows the paradigm shift towards a busy and ready-made social lifestyle. For example, people
addicted to mobile phones and computers. On the other hand, due to attraction of the latest equipment people
are spending more money to buy latest equipment and finding reason to place their old machines in garbage.
Our materialistic lifestyle fuels this habit and we change our cell phones, cars and other household equipments
more frequently than ever. Since you cannot discuss all 3 reasons in one paragraph in a coherent and cohesive
manner, you will need to divide the presentation into related discussions for transition sentence use and then
create a strong final transition sentence per paragraph to introduce the next topic. Government and people
should work hand in hand to wipe off this bane from our society. Scientific research help to find new
discoveries and advancement of technology result in easily operated and additional featured equipments and
other goods are increased in the market. These guidelines focus primarily on how to act and behave as a wife.
Essay Categories:. Serious reflection is required on our individual as well as collective teamworking to
complete any thing to show others that we as individuals can do anything Maintaining your barracks room is a
very easy task to do. Recently, electronic waste shipped to Nigeria has increased due to higher consumption of
electronics by North America Europe, with hundreds of shipments of old electronics dropped off at Lagos ,
Nigeria, every month. By the s, over half of all nations in Africa have faced negative externalities from toxic
waste dumped by richer countries. Time is not the only concept that people take for granted. Additionally,
most manufacturing methods utilised in production lines are not economic and clean. Shopping is no longer a
necessity and has turned out to be an activity for many. This tendency has played havoc on the middle-class
strata. Advancement of technology, globalisation, social and economic structure have all fueled this trend even
faster. This and many other factors are leading to a throwaway society, and there are many problems being
caused by this which I shall discuss in this essay. Many consumer goods have non-recyclable parts that will
remain in the soil forever. Also, unique identification from clothes, languages and living style are also
vanishing day by day. That way you immediately outline the upcoming discussion for the reader. Homeless
people should. Advertising plays a major role in creating a consumerist society and we are never contended
with the things we have and want to acquire more than we need. They use other people for their own benefit
and then separate their ways.


